
CIS 331 Programming Assignment #5 

Implementing and Testing a User Class 
  

 
In this assignment, you will develop a class that represents User information, and another 

(application) class to test the User class. In addition, you must create a UML class diagram for your User 

class.  

 

The User Class 

 

The User class will contain basic information about a User. Specifically, it will include the User’s 
first name, last name, user ID, and password (note: the password will be stored in a hashed format, as 

described below).  

 

NOTE: IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE ENCAPSULATION AND INFORMATION HIDING, 

YOUR PROGRAM SHOULD NOT ALLOW INSTANCE MEMBER VARIABLES TO BE DIRECTLY 

ACCESSED FROM OUTSIDE THE CLASS…THUS THESE MEMBER VARIABLES MUST BE 

PRIVATE. ANY ACCESS TO THE PRIVATE MEMBER VARIABLES FROM OUTSIDE THE CLASS 

WILL BE DONE THROUGH THE ACCESSOR METHODS, WHICH WILL BE PUBLIC.  

 

In addition to the instance member variables, the class should include the following instance 

methods.  
 

1. a default constructor that sets default values for the member variables. By default, the first name 

should be “FIRST”, the last name should be “LAST”, the user id and password should both be set 

to “Unknown”.  

2. an overloaded constructor that takes the first and last names, user id, and password as formal 

parameters and then sets the corresponding member variables based on these parameter values. 

Note: this should call the mutators to accomplish these tasks. 

3. a method called userInfo that returns a String which contains the information of a User instance. 

This method should take a boolean parameter which indicates whether the full data of the user 

will be included or not. If the parameter evaluates to true, then the method should concatenate, 

with appropriate labels, the first and last names, user id, and password of the user. If the parameter 

is false, then only the first and last names should be concatenated together the for the return string, 
with no labels. 

4. a method called equals that takes a single String parameter and tests to see if that parameter’s 

value is equal to the user’s name. Assume that the string contains the first name, followed by a 

space, followed by the last name. Your equals method should then compare this string parameter 

against the first and last name of the User instance, and then should return a boolean value 

depending on that test result. In your equals method (the method that tests to see if the User’s 

name equals the passed in string), it should be able to match strings even if they are in different 

cases. For example, if the real User's name stored is Mike Mitri, but the parameter string is mIkE 

mitRI, the program should still recognize this as a match. 

5. get- and set- (accessor and mutator) methods for each of the instance variables.  There are 

specifications for what the mutators should do, as described below. In particular, note how the 
password should be validated and hashed. 

6. a method called isValidPassword that takes a single String password parameter and tests to see if 

that password is valid. Specifically, it ensures the following:  

• length is at least 8 characters 

• includes at least one upper case character 

• includes at least one lower case character 

• includes at least one numeric digit 

• includes at least one special character 

• cannot contain a space 



Java’s Character class has several useful methods to help with this. 

Return true for valid password and false for invalid password. 

 

 

User class’s Mutators 

 

Recall that the purpose of mutators (setter methods) are to ensure proper data goes into the associated 

member variable. For the User class, : 

 

1) The mutators of first and last names should ensure that this is stored with correct case. The first 

character of the name must be converted to upper case and all remaining characters must be lower 

case, no matter how the user initially entered the names. This transformation should be done in the 

set mutator methods for the first name and the last name, which will be called from the overloaded 

constructor based on the values that were passed as arguments. 

2) The user id’s mutator should ensure that the id has no spaces, and that it begins with an alphabetic 

letter, that it contains only alphabetic letters or numeric digits and contains no spaces. If the formal 

parameter does not match these criteria, then the user ID should be set to “Unknown”. 
3) The password must be validated using the isValidPassword method described above. If it does 

not pass the criteria, then it the password should be set to “Unknown”. Otherwise, use the 

cryptographic hashing methods to hash the password and store the hex values in a string into the 

password variable. For this you can use the sample GFG class described in the video lecture for 

this assignment, which comes from https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/sha-256-hash-in-java/. GFG 

has two useful static methods. The first, called getSHA, takes a string, performs a hash algorithm 

on it, and produces a byte array of the hashed value. The second, called toHexString, converts the 

byte array to a string with hexadecimal notation, which how the password is stored in each 

element of the array.So, by first calling getSHA, then passing its result to toHexString, you will 

have a hash for the password and can compare this to the value for the specified user in the array. 

 
 

NOTE: the User class does not do any user input or output. All information sent to methods must be passed 

as parameters, and any information given from methods is done via return values. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Test Driver Application Class 

 

In a separate a .java file, you will create a class called TestUser. This class is an application class. It should  

Mutators for User Class 

 

 

1) create a User instance using the default constructor 

2) create a User instance using the overloaded constructor 

3) display User instances by using the UserInfo method (#3 above) passing a false value in order to 

only show the names of the Users.  

4) display User instances by using the UserInfo method (#3 above) passing a true value in order to 

show the full information for the Users. 

5) Use the set mutator methods to set values in all the member variables of a User instance with 

correct data, and then use the get accessor methods to retrieve the values (and display these values 

using your preferred technique). 
6) Use the equals method (#4 above) to test if a User’s name matches a parameter string value. 

 

In your test driver application program, you can do these tests by simply passing literals as values to the 

method calls, so no user input is needed. The program must display results of each test performed. Make 

sure to test for all contingencies, so that both good data and bad data is passed to the mutators and 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/sha-256-hash-in-java/


constructor, that you check for both good and bad user id and password, that you test for different cases of 

first and last names, test for equal and unequal username matches, etc. The purpose of this class is to make 

sure your User class works correctly. 

 

 
 

UML Diagram 

 

The final point of this assignment will come if you provide for me a correct UML class diagram for your 

User class. This should be properly formatted, showing all attributes and operations, and indicating with 

the proper symbols the visibility of each of these attributes and operations. 

 

This should be done using the proper UML diagraming software, either draw.io, Visio, or some other 

application. For whichever software you use, capture a screen image and submit this as an image file. 

 

Deliverables: 

 
You will send to Canvas digital dropbox a zip file with your assignment5 package containing the full 

assignment5 package including the User.java file and the TestUser.java .In addition, upload the image file 

of your UML diagram.   


